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Researchers put out an SOS call today about youth and smartphone use: the largest study of its kind shows that one in four display phone-addict behaviors. Until now, researchers suspected that a public health disaster was brewing between teens and their phones, but most studies were limited, and conclusions that sometimes
contradicted each other. Problem use of a smartphone poses a different and perhaps much greater public health problem than substance abuse or even internet games, write the authors, who found that the phone's disturbing habits correlate with a raft of mental health problems, including higher rates of anxiety, depression, stress, and
poor sleep quality, as well as other addictive behaviors such as substance use, internet addiction, and compulsive shopping. A review of 41 studies of 41,871 youth, published today in BMC Psychiatry, shows that 23% of young people engage in dysfunctional phone habits that cause problems such as neglect of other activities or anxiety.
Most of the overuse is not out of games, but from social networks in particular, the use of phones to gain peer recognition and to a lesser extent, long hours of watching TV. These disturbing phone habits were most common among 17-19 year olds, who often (but not always) girls. The good news: Young people who are likely to abuse
their phones are somewhat predictable and therefore potentially identified as preteens, long before their bad habits start. They are usually lonely, suffer from low self-esteem, or have unsafe attachment. Those in danger have the same traits as those who risk other addictions. Like alcohol, smartphone use is socially acceptable and widely
available, write the authors, who call for greater awareness among doctors, teachers and parents that excessive or night-time phone use can lead to poor well-being and lower mental health. Independent, reliable guide to online education for more than 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights
Reserved Independent, a trusted guide to online education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved New Funds do more than just fake a flawless face. Foundation cosmetics add radiance, even out of tone, and keep your skin moist, thanks to advanced anti-ages, usually in skin
creams. While they are not a substitute, the smear can go a long way: Because of these additives, your skin is exposed to a steady stream of wrinkle-reducing ingredients, says Ava MD, Associate Professor of Clinical Dermatology at the UCLA School of Medicine. Here, three we love. Firm Skin: Packed with six-apthides, soy protein and
polylift (protein-rich film), Estee Lauder Sustainability Lift Extreme Ultra Firm Makeup SPF 15 enhances collagen and reduces the appearance of fine lines. ($33.50; department stores) Maximize moisture: keep your skin plump and dewy CoverGirl Advanced Radiance Restorative Cream Foundation, which contains a patented glucosamine
complex (niacinamide and N-acetyl glucosamine) to increase the production of hyaluronic acid, a natural component of the young face. ($10; pharmacies) Reducing bleaching: Mulberry extracts in L'Oreal Parisian Century Perfect Skin-Support and moisturizing makeup for mature skin SPF 12 help ease sunspots. ($16.50; pharmacies)
(Published March 2007) This content is created and supported by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io It doesn't matter whether you think the Bible to be a fact or a fable... It remains an important reference
source in the study of literature. These books should help you learn the Bible as literature. Read on. Learn more. James Luther Mays(editor) and Joseph Blenkinsopp (editor). Harper Collins. Publisher: The commentary covers all Hebrew bibles, as well as books by Apocryph and the New Testament, and thus addresses the biblical canons
of Judaism, Catholicism, Eastern Orthodoxy and Protestantism. Stan Campbell. Macmillan Publishing. This book covers all the basics of biblical study. You will find information on some of the most famous stories, as well as details about customs. Also find an overview of the history of the Bible: translations, historical finds and more. David
Norton. Cambridge University Press. From the publisher: First mocked and mocked as English writing, and then denigrated as having all the flaws of an old prose translation, the King James Bible somehow became unsurpassed across the entire spectrum of literature. Walter L. Reed. Oxford University Press. From the publisher: Based
on the theory of language developed by the Soviet critic Mikhail Bakhtin, Reed argues that historically various works of the Bible were organized in accordance with the concept of dialogue. Morrow, William and Co. From the Publisher: One Part Adventure Story, One Piece Archaeological Detective Work, One Part Spiritual Research, A
Walk through the Bible vividly tells an inspiring personal odyssey - walking, jeep, boat, and camel - through the greatest stories ever told. John B. Gabel, Charles B. Wheeler, and Anthony D. York. Oxford University Press. From the publisher: Avoiding assessments of the truth of the Bible or power, the authors maintain a strictly objective
tone as they discuss such mayro issues as the form and strategies of biblical writing, its actual historical and physical settings, the process of canonical formation, etc. John Barton (editor), and John Muddiman (editor). Oxford University Press. From the publisher: Students, teachers and general readers alike relied on Oxford The Bible for
substantial scholarship and guide in the world of the Bible for four decades. Kristina Buchman (editor) and Selina Spiegel (editor). Ballantine Books. From the publisher: As one work that has had a moral and religious influence on the Judeo-Christian tradition for thousands of years, the Bible is unsurpassed in world literature. For women,
its importance is especially difficult... This book explores the Bible from the point of view of women, with 28 interpretations. Walter Bauer, William Arndt and Frederick W. Dunker. University of Chicago Press. Publisher: In this edition, Frederick William Dunker's extensive knowledge of Greco-Roman literature, as well as papyruses and
epigraphs, provides a more panoramic view of the world of Jesus and the New Testament. Danker also uses more consistent links to quote... Henry A. Wirclair. Baker Books. From the publisher: The main purpose of many of the hemeiret texts available today is to clarify the proper principles of biblical interpretation. Hermeneutics, on the
other hand, translates hermeneutic theory into five practical steps that can be used to interpret the entire genre of Scripture. Amazon/Walmart Teaching Young Children about the Bible can be an important part of building their Christian faith and value system (although it's certainly not the only way to teach young people moral and ethical
values.) But while biblical stories can be helpful in teaching lifelong lessons, it's not always easy for children to connect with stories that were written thousands and thousands of years ago. At more than 1,200 pages, the Bible isn't exactly fresh to read, either, and packed with so many characters and ancient tales that it can be hard to
distinguish what's useful from what's out of date. Fortunately, following bible games for children help to understand all this by focusing on the relevant characters and easy-to-understand stories that can teach children of all ages powerful lessons that are sure to help them in the future. Let's face it, children are known to have short attention
spans. (And these days, that goes for all of us.) But with fun flash cards and family trivia, you can help teach important lessons in faith, hope and forgiveness in a fun and interactive way that will stay with your child for years to come. Come. bible study guide for youth pdf. free bible study guide for youth
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